Resolution of the Supreme Soviet of Ukraine
Concerning the procedure for the entry into force of the Statute of Ukraine
"Concerning the State frontier of Ukraine"

The Supreme Soviet of Ukraine resolves:

1. To cause the Statute of Ukraine "Concerning the State frontier of Ukraine" to enter into force as from the date of its publication.

2. To instruct the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine:

   To consider before 1 February 1992 the question of the legal delineation of the frontiers of Ukraine with contiguous States, including the republics of the former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and to ensure the necessary conditions for the protection of the State frontier of Ukraine;

   To bring the decisions of the Government of Ukraine which relate to the protection of the State frontier of Ukraine into harmony before 1 January 1992 with the Statute that has been adopted.

Kiev, 4 November 1991